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Optical probing of laser-induced indirectly driven shock waves in aluminum

M. Basko,* Th. Löwer, V. N. Kondrashov,† A. Kendl, R. Sigel,‡ and J. Meyer-ter-Vehn
Max-Planck-Institut fu¨r Quantenoptik, D-85748 Garching, Germany

~Received 25 March 1997!

Optical signals from shock waves emerging at a free surface of metals are expected to yield information
about the equation of state and the transport and relaxation properties of hot dense plasmas. We present the
results of optical measurements on planar shock waves~velocity .22 km/s, pressure.8 Mbar! in solid
aluminum which were generated by exposing a miniature sample to intense thermal x rays from a laser-heated
cavity. The reflectivity of the free surface of the sample for the light from a probe laser (l5532 nm) and the
absolute value of its optical emission were simultaneously registered with a 7-ps temporal resolution. For
interpretation we used a two-temperature hydrodynamic code which includes the electron heat conduction and
electron-ion relaxation and accounts for the nonequilibrium shock structure. The underlying self-consistent
model for the equation of state and the transport coefficients of a metal over the relevant range of thermody-
namic parameters are described in some detail. The reflectivity decay signal, which yields direct information on
the effective collision frequency in the unloading material, and the emission peak, which is sensitive to the heat
conductivity and dielectric permittivity of the hot and dense plasma behind the shock front, are well reproduced
by the simulations. The emission signals are, however, longer than predicted, possibly due to the residual
surface roughness in the experiment. On a longer time scale of 1–2 ns, the emission signal is well described by
a simple radiation transport model with the Kramers-Unso¨ld opacity.@S1063-651X~97!09007-7#

PACS number~s!: 52.25.Fi, 52.25.Mq, 52.25.Rv, 52.35.Tc
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I. INTRODUCTION

Shock waves provide valuable information on the eq
tion of state~EOS! of hot dense matter, which is required
many branches of applied and fundamental research@1#. An
extensive and accurate database for EOS models in m
megabar region has been accumulated by measuring
shock velocity and particle speed behind the shock fr
@2,3#. It would, however, be of major importance to supp
ment these kinematic measurements by direct registratio
the equilibrium temperature of the shocked material,
present a ‘‘hidden’’ parameter in many EOS models. A na
ral approach to its determination is via the optical radiat
emitted by the shock-heated matter through the shock f
towards the observer. An additional motivation to study o
tical emission from the shock waves is because it can p
vide information about the transport and relaxation pheno
ena in hot dense plasmas under the conditions not ea
accessible in the laboratory.

The idea to use optical flashes that accompany the em
gence of strong shocks at the free surface of an opaque m
was discussed long ago@1#, but discarded as unpractical du
to a very high temporal resolution (&1 ps) required. Since
then, the resolution of the optical diagnostics has impro
significantly, and the problem was recently revisited and s
ject to a thorough theoretical scrutiny by Celliers and Ng@4#.
Their conclusion was that, by measuring both the reflectiv
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and the emission of an emerging shock front on a time sc
of 10–100 ps, one can~i! infer important information on the
electrical conductivity of the unloading plasma and~ii ! de-
termine in a model-independent way the physical tempe
ture of the emitting layer. Here we report the results of su
measurements for an.8-Mbar shock wave in aluminum
Our experiments have been performed by using a techn
of driving the shock waves in miniature samples with inten
thermal x rays from a laser-heated cavity@5,6#. This tech-
nique ensures a very good quality of planar shock fronts
a negligible level of preheat ahead of the front.

To interpret the experimental results, we use tw
temperature~2T! one-dimensional~1D! hydrodynamic simu-
lations which account for the nonequilibrium structure of t
shock front. Although the theoretical analysis by Celliers a
Ng @4# was done in the one-temperature approximation, th
experiments with silicon@7,8# have clearly demonstrated th
need for a 2T model for interpretation of the optical sign
from emerging shock waves. We have developed a relativ
simple, partly phenomenological, but self-consistent mo
for the 2T equation of state and the transport coefficients
metal over the relevant range of thermodynamic paramet
In doing so, our aim was not to create a new theoreti
model as an alternative to others, but rather to get a flexi
self-consistent, and readily available theoretical framewo
within which we would be able to analyze our data, test
sensitivity of the observed signals to the relevant phys
quantities, and get a better feeling for the value of this ty
of experiments in exploring the properties of strong
coupled plasmas.

The structure of the paper is as follows. First, to ga
insight into what could be measured under the ideal exp
mental conditions, we describe the theoretical model a
analyze the spatial structure of the emerging shock front
the temporal structure of the optical signals~Sec. II!. Then
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1020 56M. BASKO et al.
the experimental setup and results are presented~Sec. III!,
followed by the interpretation of the observed reflectiv
and emission signals~Sec. IV! and a summary~Sec. V!.

II. THEORETICAL MODEL

To simulate the luminosity and reflectivity of a shoc
front emerging at a metal surface, we employ the fr
electron model, which proved to be quite successful in
plaining the thermal, electrical, and optical properties of m
als near normal conditions@9#. In this approach, it is
assumed that the electrical and thermal conductivities o
metal are due to a certain amount of free electrons wh
obey Fermi-Dirac statistics. The numberz of free electrons
per atom is defined as the degree of ionization. This
proach merges naturally with the theory of ionized plas
states.

A. Equation of state and ionization equilibrium

The equation of state is an important ingredient in a
model for interpreting the results of shock-wave expe
ments. The equation of state of aluminum is reasonably w
known and available, for example, from theSESAME tables
@10#. The main reason for constructing an EOS model of
own stems from the necessity to have a two-tempera
EOS and calculate the degree of ionizationz5z(r,Te) in a
thermodynamically self-consistent way. Also, as contras
to tabular forms of the EOS, a relatively simple model w
several free parameters gives more flexibility in testing
sensitivity of the final results to the equation of state.
addition, we note that the model presented here can be
commodated to describe in a simple phenomenological
the insulator-metal phase transition and, consequently,
plied to the analysis of pyrometric data for shock waves
insulators and semiconductors.

We assume that the total free energy is a sum of the c
the thermal electron, and the thermal ion components,

F5Fc~r!1Fe~z,r,Te!1Fi~r,Ti !, ~1!

wherer is the density andTe andTi are, respectively, the
electron and ion temperatures. The cold pressure~from
which one readily reconstructsFc! of aluminum is approxi-
mated as

Pc~r!5 HBsm~sn21!/n, s,1,
Bs2lns, s.1, ~2!

wheres5r/r0 , r0 is the normal density, andB is the bulk
modulus; the parametersm andn are related to one anothe
in such a way as to give the correct value of the cohes
energy. Withm54/3, n56.62, and fors&3, Eq.~2! agrees
to within a few percent with theSESAME cold curve of alu-
minum @10#.

The electron component of the free energy is written
the form
-
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Fe~z,r,Te!52
3

2
zTelnF11

2

g0

Te
~3p2zr!2/3G1E

zc

z

I ~z!dz

1S 4p

3
r D 1/3F12 b~zc

22z2!1z0~zc2z!G , ~3!

where all dimensional quantities are in atomic units. T
expression has three free parametersg0 , b, and z0 . For
g056/p2, the first term in Eq.~3! is simply an analytic ap-
proximation to the thermal component of the free energy
Fermi-Dirac electrons. The second term is the ionization
ergy, and the third term stems from the ionization poten
lowering, for which we assumed a simple form

DI ~z,r!52S 4p

3
r D 1/3~bz1z0!, ~4!

inferred from an estimate for the screening effect by a u
form background of free electrons. Ionization potentia
I (z) are treated as a continuous function ofz ~for simplicity,
we used the piecewise linear interpolation proposed
Raizer@11#!. The degree of ionizationz is calculated by solv-
ing the ionization equation]Fe /]z50; zc5zc(r) is the cold
ionization degree atTe50. A fairly good agreement with the
cold Thomas-Fermi ionization curve can be achieved w
b50.8–1.1. For aluminum, we used the valuesb50.8, z0
51.2, which, in particular, yield a cold ionization at norm
density zc(r0)52.51. As an illustrative example, Fig.
compares our values ofz with those of the Thomas-Ferm
model as calculated with the fit formula by More@12# for the
temperature profileTe55 eV~r/7 g cm23!0.5, which approxi-
mates roughly the temperature-density dependence in
isentropic release wave behind a 10-Mbar shock in alu
num. The ‘‘kinks’’ along our curve are caused by the piec
wise linear interpolation for the ionization potentialsI (z).

The ion component of the free energy is taken in the fo

Fi~r,Ti !5
3

2
Ti ln

11lG i

Tir
22/3 , G i5S 4p

3
r D 1/3 zci2 ~r!

Ti
,

~5!

FIG. 1. Ionization degree of aluminum for a quasi-isentrop
temperature-density profileTe55 eV~r/7 g cm23!0.5.
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56 1021OPTICAL PROBING OF LASER-INDUCED INDIRECTLY . . .
proposed originally by Kormeret al. @13#. Here, also, all
quantities are in atomic units,l is a fit parameter set equal t
0.1, andzci(r) is a fit function related to the density depe
dence of the melting temperature. In our simulations,
used a simple approximationzci5Z(113.5r0 /r)

21.
In this form, our EOS model reproduces quite accurat

the experimental Hugoniot adiabatPH(r) of aluminum up to
the pressuresPH.15 Mbar. If we choose the parameterg0
~which controls the electron component of the heat capac!
to be equal to 0.2, we achieve a very good agreement
theSESAMEtables for the values of the Hugoniot temperatu
as well.

B. Conductivity model

Adequate simulations of nonequilibrium shock fron
must take into account at least the following three effe
@1,7,8#: ~i! the electron heat conduction,~ii ! the electron-
ion (e- i ) energy exchange, and~iii ! the complex refractive
index across all layers of the sample as a function of the l
frequencyv ~conductivity model!.

The heat conduction and thee- i energy exchange dete
mine the profile of the electron temperature across the sh
front, whereas the conductivity model tells us what lay
along this profile is seen by an observer. Because all th
three effects are coupled to the samee- i collisions, our ap-
proach is to describe them within the same formalism.
use the same transport cross sections tr of e- i scattering to
calculate the thermal conduction coefficientkei , thee- i en-
ergy exchange coefficientxei , and the complex dielectric
permittivity «~v!. The effects of strong ion-ion coupling ar
included into the expression fors tr . Before applying our
model to the shock-wave experiments, we check it aga
the known properties of aluminum near normal condition

In a weakly coupled plasma, the transport cross sectio
that of the Coulomb scattering@14#:

s tr5
4pzi

2e4

m2v4
Lei , ~6!

wherem andv are, respectively, the electron mass and
locity, 1ezi is the ion charge, andLei is the Coulomb loga-
rithm with an appropriate cutoff for the minimum transferr
momentum,

Lei5 lnLei , Lei5
2mv
\/Dei

. ~7!

HereDei is the Debye radius defined by

Dei
225De

221
4pnizi

2e2

Ti
, De

225
4pnee

2

@Te
21~ 2

3 eF!2#1/2
, ~8!

whereni and ne are, respectively, the number densities
ions and free electrons. In Eq.~7! we assumed the quantum
value \/Dei for the minimum transferred momentum. Th
latter is adequate for the high-velocity limit\v.e2zi and
never gets significantly below the classical valuee2zi /vDei
in situations of practical interest. In Eq.~8!, the effect of
electron degeneracy is taken into account as proposed in
@15#; eF5 1

2mvF
25 1

2(\
2/m)(3p2ne)

2/3 is the Fermi energy.
e
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Turning now to the limit of strong ion-ion coupling, w
note that the Coulomb divergence in the transport cross
tion for thee- i scattering does not occur when the ion-io
correlations are taken into account@16#. This indicates that
the limit of strong ion-ion coupling could be included b
modifying appropriately the Coulomb logarithm in Eq.~6!.
Our goal is to introduce such a modification for the ca
when the ion temperatureTi exceeds the Debye temperatu
TD .

WhenTi.TD , the phonon gas in a crystal lattice can
treated as classical oscillations of individual ions in th
local potential wells. The transport cross section for the el
tron scattering by one such ion can be evaluated as the B
cross section

s tr}
zi
2e4j2

\2v2
~9!

for scattering on a dipole potential

U~r !5
ziej

r 2
~10!

created by a thermal displacement

j}S Ti
nizi

2e2D 1/2 ~11!

of a lattice ion from its equilibrium position under the a
sumption that the free electrons form a uniform backgrou
of compensating negative charge@17#. Comparing Eq.~9!
with Eq. ~6!, we conclude that the transport cross section
this limit, s tr}e

2Ti /\
2v2ni , can be obtained directly from

Eqs.~6!–~8! by assuming

Lei}Lei
2 ~12!

whenLei,1 andTi&@Te
21( 23eF)

2] 1/2. The numerical factor
in Eq. ~12! is determined by the details of the phonon spe
trum and Fermi surface of a given crystal, which is beyo
the scope of our consideration. We match the two asympt
cal forms ofLei by adopting a simple interpolation formula

Lei5 lnS 11
Lei

11gei /Lei
D . ~13!

This expression provides a smooth transition from the lim
of a weakly coupled plasma@with Lei5 lnLei1O(Lei

21) at
Lei@1# to the limit of a solid metal at room temperatu
~Lei!1, Ti.TD! and has one free parametergei . The value
of gei does not affect the limit of the weak ion-ion couplin
but can be chosen to fit the experimental conductivity a
optical properties of a particular solid near the room te
perature. The physical meaning of parametergei is clarified
by noting that, for a typical metal at normal conditions wh
Ti5Te!eF , the mean free path for the electron-phon
scattering,l ei51/nis tr5

1
4gei(\

2vF
2/e2)/Ti , is directly pro-

portional to the value ofgei and, in accordance with the
theory of solids@9#, inversely proportional to the lattice tem
peratureTi .

Given the transport cross section for thee- i scattering, we
use the approximation of the Lorentz plasma to calculate
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1022 56M. BASKO et al.
required transport coefficients, similarly to how it was do
by Lee and More@18#. In this case, the linearized Boltzman
equation for the distribution function of free electrons can
solved in the approximation of velocity-dependent collisi
frequency @14#. The effects of Fermi degeneracy are a
counted for by using the Fermi-Dirac equilibrium distrib
tion function f 0(p) ~normalized to the electron number de
sity ne! in corresponding integrals for the transpo
coefficients and dielectric permittivity. In particular, th
complex dielectric permittivity at a frequencyv is given by
@14#

«~v!5114pe2E v2

3

~12 inei /v!

v21nei
2

] f 0
]e

d3p, ~14!

wherep5mv ande5 1
2mv

2 are, respectively, the momentu
and the energy of a free electron, andnei5nei(v)5nivs tr is
the velocity-dependent collision frequency. The electrical
conductivity sei is recovered from Eq.~14! in the limit
v→0 through the relationship limv→0Im@«(v)#54psei /v.
The heat conductivitykei due to thee- i collisions is ex-
pressed in terms of similar integrals@14,18#.

It is well known that, besidese- i collisions, the electron-
electron collisions are also important for the heat cond
tion: They dominate in the limit of nondegenerate lowZ
weakly coupled plasmas@19# and still play a significant role
in moderately degenerate plasmas@20#. We take them into
account in a simplified manner by using the Matthiessen

ke5~kei
211kee

21!21 ~15!

and the following interpolation to the calculations by Lam
@20#:

kee
215

72

5p3

e4

Te
2vF

F11S Te
6eF

D 2G21/4 2

3
lnS 11

Lee
3/2

110.12Lee
3/2D ,
~16!

Lee5
De

\

A2mTe
@11~9peF/64Te!

2#1/4
. ~17!

Note thatLee can be less than 1.
Figure 2 shows how our conductivity model compar

with the tabulated experimental data@21# for aluminum at
normal density. Plotted are three curves for three differ
values of the fit parametergei . For simplicity, the ionization
degree was fixed atz53 for the entire temperature range
Fig. 2~a!. As might be expected, no single value of parame
gei can fit perfectly both the optical and heat conductiv
data. However, in the absence of a more accurate mode
hot compressed metallic states, the accuracy of about a fa
of 2–3 provided by our scheme should be acceptable, at l
as the first step in our effort to interpret the experimen
data.

C. Electron-ion temperature relaxation

In the case of weakly coupled Maxwellian plasmas,
rate of energy exchange between electrons and ions@14,19#
can be expressed as
e

-

c

-

le

s

t

r

for
tor
st
l

e

r
de i
dt

52r
dee
dt

53
m

mi
ne^nei&~Te2Ti ![xei~Te2Ti !,

~18!

wheree i andee are, respectively, the specific internal ene
gies of ions and electrons,mi is the ion mass, and

^nei&5E neiv
2

] f 0
]e

d3pY E v2
] f 0
]e

d3p. ~19!

is the mean collision frequency. Brysk@22# has demonstrated
explicitly that exactly the same formula~18! is valid in the
case of partially degenerate electrons, provided that the m
collision frequency~19! is calculated with the Fermi-Dirac
distribution functionf 0(p).

In this work, we assume that the range of applicability
Eqs. ~18! and ~19! can be extended to the case of strong
coupled plasmas and hot metals~with ion temperaturesTi in
excess of the Debye temperatureTD!, provided that the ef-
fects of ion-ion correlations are accounted for when calcu
ing the velocity-dependent collision frequencynei5nivs tr .
To corroborate such an assumption, the following argume
could be pointed out.

FIG. 2. ~a! Temperature dependence of the heat conductivity
aluminum at normal density for three values of the fit parame
gei . ~b! Imaginary part of the dielectric permittivity of aluminum a
normal conditions as a function of the photon energy\v. In both
cases, the ionization degree was ‘‘frozen’’ atz5zi53. Solid circles
show tabulated values from Ref.@21#.
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56 1023OPTICAL PROBING OF LASER-INDUCED INDIRECTLY . . .
First of all, Eq.~18! is quite transparent from the point o
view of energy and momentum conservation in binary co
sions of free electrons with classically moving ions.
course, a more rigorous treatment may change the nume
factor in Eq.~18!, when the details of the phonon spectru
and the electron density of states in a particular metal
properly accounted for. In other words, a certain effect
rather than the vacuum electron mass may enter Eq.~18!.
But in a shock-compressed and -heated metal, where the
evant energy of conduction electrons is relatively far fro
the bottom of the conduction zone, the effective elect
mass is likely to approach its vacuum valuem.

The experimental values of thee- i energy transfer rate
measured recently in several metals@23–25# at room tem-
perature, although sometimes controversial, fall in the ra
xei.1016–1017 W/m3 K. Within the accuracy of about a
factor of 3, these data are consistent with Eq.~18!, provided
that the collision frequencynei is evaluated by applying the
Drude formula to the tabulated values@21# of the complex
refractive index for a corresponding metal at optical frequ
cies (\v.2.5 eV).

Thus consistently with the overall accuracy of our a
proach to about a factor of 2–3, we expect Eq.~18! to be
adequate for modelling thee- i temperature relaxation acros
multimegabar shock fronts in metals.

D. Numerical code

To simulate the propagation and breakout of a sh
front, the above-described model was incorporated into
one-dimensional three-temperature Lagrangian hydro
namic codeDEIRA, developed originally for the purposes o
inertial confinement fusion@26#. For the shock temperature
of interest here, the effect of radiative energy transport on
hydrodynamic motion is negligible. Hence we ignore ene
transport by radiation when solving the hydrodynamic eq
tions and calculate the shock luminosity by a postproces
method. This is done by solving the Helmholtz wave eq
tion @27# for the probe light of frequencyv52pc/l with a
given polarization, incident at a given angle on the snaps
structure of the sample taken from the hydrodynamic sim
lation. The optical properties of the sample are represen
by the dielectric permittivity as given by Eq.~14!. Such a
calculation yields the total reflectivity and the absorpti
profile for the probe light. By virtue of Kirchhoff’s law, the
absorption profile is then multiplied by the local Plancki
intensityBl(Te) and integrated over the sample thickness
yield the emission signal at a wavelengthl. A more detailed
description of this procedure can be found in Ref.@4#. It
takes automatically into account the reflection and absorp
by all the target layers. All the calculations and measu
ments discussed in this paper have been done for the ca
normal incidence, when no distinction should be made
tween thep- ands-polarized light.

E. Shock structure and temporal profiles of the optical signals

Figure 3 displays the structure of a 7.9-Mbar~22-km/s!
shock front in aluminum as calculated with the model d
scribed above. It has the same basic features as the 2T s
front in a weakly coupled plasma@1#. Aluminum stays me-
tallic both ahead and behind the shock front, with the ioni
-
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tion degreez.3 increasing only slightly across the densi
jump. Due to the electron heat conduction, a 200-nm-lo
precursor of the electron temperature is formed ahead of
density jump. The electron temperature in the precursor h
nearly exponential profile because the heat capacity and
heat conduction coefficient of degenerate electrons in
precursor zone are both directly proportional toTe . In this
case, the nonlinear heat conduction equation forTe reduces
to the classical linear one forTe

2. Behind the density jump
ane- i temperature relaxation zone extends for some 20
Note that the accuracy of our model in reproducing t
length scales of the precursor and the relaxation zone sh
be about a factor of 2.

Figure 4 shows the temporal structure of the emission
reflection signals at a wavelengthl5532 nm for a 7.9-Mbar
~22-km/s! shock wave emerging at a free surface of alum
num. The emission signal is presented in terms of the un
rected,Tb,uncor, and corrected,Tb,cor, values of the bright-
ness temperature defined as

FIG. 3. Structure of a 7.9-Mbar~22-km/s! shock wave in alumi-
num as calculated forgei50.5.

FIG. 4. Temporal behavior of the reflectivityRl and emission
from a 7.9-Mbar~22-km/s! shock wave emerging at the surface
aluminum sample. The emission signal at the wavelengthl
5532 nm is presented in terms of the brightness tempera
Tb,uncor. HereTb,cor is the brightness temperature corrected for t
instantaneous value of the reflectivity. The narrow peak of emiss
~broken curve! was calculated with the equilibrium (Ti5Te) step-
like shock profile.
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1024 56M. BASKO et al.
Fl~ t !5Bl~Tb,uncor!, ~20!

Fl~ t !5@12Rl#Bl~Tb,cor!, ~21!

whereFl @W/cm2 sr Å# is the spectral intensity of the shoc
emission at wavelengthl, Rl is the reflection coefficient a
the same wavelengthl, andBl(T) is the Planckian intensity
for temperatureT. A considerable difference between th
Tb,cor andTb,uncor curves illustrates clearly that simultaneo
measurements of the reflectivity and emission are requ
for determination of the Hugoniot temperature.

Reflectivity of the aluminum surface begins to fall som
3–5 ps before the shock arrival because the hot electron
the thermal precursor heat up the ions and thee- i collision
frequency increases in direct proportion with the ion te
peratureTi . Reflectivity of the shock front itself, clearly
visible as a ‘‘kink’’ on theRl curve, is about 60%. The
emission signal exhibits a sharp peak at the time of sh
arrival. When corrected for the instantaneous reflectiv
value, the peak of the brightness temperatureTb,cor rises
slightly above the Hugoniot temperatureTH . Such a tran-
sient overshooting ofTb,cor is caused by the interaction of th
2T shock front with the free boundary. Figure 4 shows tha
temporal resolution of.1 ps~for a 20-km/s shock wave! is
required to resolve the emission peak and the ‘‘kink’’ on t
reflectivity curve.

The dashedTb,cor curve in Fig. 4 shows the emission sig
nal calculated in the equilibrium single-temperature (Te
5Ti) approximation for a steplike shock profile, withke
50 andxei5`. It exhibits a considerably more narrow pea
and a more rapid decay than the nonequilibriumTb,cor curve.
When convolved with a broad@full width at half maximum
~FWHM! @1 ps# instrumental response function, the diffe
ence in the widths of the two peaks will be transformed in
a considerable difference in their heights. From this we c
clude that it is important to take into account the nonequi
rium shock structure when interpreting the emission sign
from the shock fronts emerging at a free metal surface.

III. EXPERIMENT

A. Experimental setup

In our experiments intense shock waves were driv
through aluminum samples by intense thermal x rays ge
ated in a laser-heated cavity. A schematic view of the x-
cavity and the sample is presented in Fig. 5.

FIG. 5. Arrangement of the laser-heated cavity and a samp
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The cavity was designed to achieve a uniform x-ray ir
diation of the sample with a single laser beam. For this p
pose, the sample is located on the axis of the cavity wh
the gradient of the radiation intensity is zero because of s
metry. The cavity is heated by the primary x rays, whi
originate on a laser-irradiated converter cone. In addition,
converter cone shields the sample against preheat by the
mary x rays. The cavity case~diameter 1 mm! and the con-
verter are made of gold. A more detailed description of
cavity and its properties will be given elsewhere@28#. The
laser beam with a wavelength of 0.44mm, an energy of up to
250 J, and a pulse duration of 450 ps is delivered by
iodine laser Asterix.

The samples were fabricated by diamond turning of m
sive aluminum. This process results in a root-mean-squ
surface roughness of less than 0.06mm. Flat foils with a
thickness of 20mm and multistep foils with a step height o
7.5 mm were used. The sample and cavity were fixed w
opaque glue on a shielding cone. Its aperture of 350mm,
somewhat smaller than the diameter of the heated area o
sample, limited the field of view for the reflection and em
sion measurements performed on the outer surface of
sample. The unit consisting of the cavity, the sample, and
cone was replaced as a whole after each shot.

A schematic overview of the experimental setup is giv
in Fig. 6. A light-tight metallic shielding tube holds at its ti
the shielding cone with the sample the and cavity in
center of the target chamber; it allows the cavity to be
justed with an accuracy of better than 10mm in three direc-
tions relative to the fixed position of the laser focal spot. T
shielding tube contains also an imaging objective~f /2, F
5100 mm!, in which an exchangeable planar glass pla
serving as the debris shield and vacuum window, is in
grated.

The sample is imaged~the light path being folded by a
mirror! with the help of a second objective at a ten-fo
magnification onto the entrance slit of the Hadland Imac
500 streak camera. When the spectrograph shown in Fig.
removed, the camera registers optical signals from
sample with the spatial and temporal resolution.

.

FIG. 6. Experimental setup.
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56 1025OPTICAL PROBING OF LASER-INDUCED INDIRECTLY . . .
The light source for reflectivity measurements is
frequency-doubled Nd:YAG probe laser. It emits pulses o
ns duration at a wavelengthl5532 nm. A beam splitter
with 50% transmission couples the probe laser to the im
ing system. The temporal shape is registered with the hel
the probe laser fiducial. To generate this fiducial, laser li
transmitted through the beam splitter is picked up by an
tical fiber and guided to the streak slit. Another fiber picks
the light from the Asterix laser~as shown schematically in
Fig. 6! and generates the Asterix fiducial. This fiducial pr
vides the timing of the events relative to the Asterix pu
~the folding of the optical path by the mirror shown in Fig.
is necessary for the fiducial to reach the streak slit in tim!.
Note that the fiducial is delayed by 560 ps on the stre
photographs in order to record it together with the sho
signal in the time window of the streak camera.

The optical technique used to register the reflection
emission signals is illustrated in more detail in Fig. 7. Th
figure shows the position of the sample image and of the
optical fibers along the streak slit. Self-emission is measu
from one half of the sample. The other half, where the s
emission is suppressed by a 2.5% transmission filter, is u
to measure the reflectivity of the sample. It is only this oth
half which is irradiated by the probe laser. This is acco
plished by imaging onto the sample a circular las
illuminated diaphragm, one half of which is masked by
opaque screen. The required high-contrast, high-resolu
image of the diaphragm on the sample was generated b
objective identical to that used for imaging the sample o
the streak camera. The half-masked diaphragm was illu
nated with an optical fiber~see Fig. 6!, which provided the
appropriate temporal delay and, in addition, improved
spatial uniformity of the irradiation and smoothed the te
poral fluctuations of the probe laser.

With the grating spectrometer~150 lines/mm grating,F
5250 mm focal length! inserted in front of the streak cam
era, the sample is imaged onto the plane of the entrance
of the spectrometer with a 2.5-fold magnification and then
the spectrometer onto the plane of the entrance slit of
streak camera where the spectrum is registered. The s
trometer is operated with the entrance slit wider than
sample image, and the latter determines the spectral res
tion. The dispersion direction of the spectrometer is orien
parallel to the streak slit. In this mode of operation the ca
era registers a spatial average of the sample emission
temporal and spectral resolution.

B. Temporal resolution and absolute calibration
of the optical setup

The temporal resolution of the whole setup was tested
using a white-light continuum of sub-ps duration. It was ge

FIG. 7. Details of the arrangement of the filtered sample im
and the optical fibers along the streak slit.
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erated by focusing an;200-fs pulse from a Ti:sapphire la
ser into a 3-mm-thick sheet of fused silica, which replac
for this purpose the shock sample in the experimental ch
ber. A FWHM of 7 ps was measured for the response fu
tion of the whole setup at the wavelength ofl5532 nm that
is used for comparison with the theoretical model. The
sponse function is presented in Fig. 10 below.

The comparison between the experiment and simulati
is made by using the absolute fluxes. For the experime
determination of the emitted spectral fluxFl the optical
setup, including the spectrometer, was absolutely calibra
The calibration was carried out at the wavelengthl
5532 nm with the help of the probe laser by injecting
known amount of laser light through the opening of t
shielding cone into the detection system. The advantag
using a strong laser source is that the calibration can be
ried out with the actual setup and with the camera opera
in the streak mode. The accuracy of the calibration is e
mated to be67%. More details on the calibration procedu
are given in Appendix A.

C. Experimental results

A spatially resolved streak photograph~i.e., one taken
without the spectrograph! obtained in an experiment with
20-mm-thick flat aluminum sample is shown in Fig. 8. D
spite the miniature size of the sample, the traces corresp
ing to the reflected laser light to the emission signal and
the two fiducials are very clearly resolved in the spatial~hori-
zontal! direction. In the temporal direction, the shock arriv
is indicated by a sudden drop to zero of the reflected la
intensity. This drop is accompanied by a simultaneous ris

e

FIG. 8. Spatially resolved streak photograph obtained with a
20-mm-thick aluminum sample.
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1026 56M. BASKO et al.
the emission from the sample. The emission signal then
cays as the shock-heated material expands and cools.

For a planar shock wave aligned parallel to the sam
surface, the temporal profiles of the reflection and emiss
signals should not vary along the spatial~horizontal! direc-
tion. This synchronism is indeed observed in the experim
shown in Fig. 8. However, it was found to depend critica
on careful alignment of the cavity with respect to the heat
laser beam and on the quality of the samples, which, in p
ticular, had to be free of dust and scratches.

It should be emphasized that, due to the simultane
measurement of the reflectivity and emission, the experim
provides an accurate relative timing between the two sign
The reflectivity is obtained as the ratio of the reflected sig
to the probe laser fiducial after calibration against a sam
of known reflectivity. The main source of noise in the refle
tivity measurements are speckles in the reflected laser
~as is seen in Fig. 8!. They arise in the process of imagin
with coherent laser light.

With the grating spectrometer inserted into the opti
setup, streak photographs of the type shown in Fig. 9 h
been obtained. The length of the streak slit determines
spectral range from 400 to 560 nm. A two-step aluminu
sample was used in this particular experiment. Each time
shock breaks out at one of the three thickness levels of
sample, a spectrally and temporally resolved flash of ligh
recorded by the camera. With the known step thickness
the time delay between successive flashes, we determine
shock speed of 2260.5 km/s and measured the absolu
spectral emission fluxFl with the peak value of 9.2
60.7 W/cm2 sr Å. The spectral resolution is determined
the step width and was about 80 Å in this experiment. It m
be noted that the flashes of light are slightly inclined w
respect to the horizontal axis. This effect is due to the d

FIG. 9. Spectrally resolved streak photograph obtained wit
two-step aluminum sample.
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persion in the optical setup and was reproduced with
white-light continuum test source as well.

It is the spectral fluxFl at l5532 nm as a function of
time that we compare with simulations in the next sectio
Analysis of the spectrally resolved streak photograp
showed that the temporal profile ofFl is virtually indepen-
dent of the wavelengthl over the measured spectral ran
and practically identical with the profile of the spectral
integrated emission~the estimated effect of the dispersion o
the width of the spectrally integrated emission is consist
with this result!. This is illustrated in Fig. 10 with the plots
of the spectrally integrated flux and the spectral flux at 5
nm made from the streak images shown in Figs. 8 and
respectively. Hence we can assign the absolutely meas
scale ofFl ~at 532 nm! to the spectrally integrated emissio
signal ~as measured without spectrometer! and use the latter
to compare with the model simulations~see Fig. 11 below!.
Because the spectrally integrated signal has been meas
simultaneously with the reflectivity, such a procedure
duces playground for comparison between theory and ob
vations.

IV. INTERPRETATION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL
RESULTS

Figure 11 shows the measured reflectivityRl and emis-
sion Fl @W/cm2 sr Å#, signals for the 7.9-Mbar~22-km/s!
shock wave together with two theoretical curves for ea
signal. The latter were convolved with a Gaussian of FWH
equal to 7 ps. In this way the temporal resolution of t
streak camera is taken into account. In simulations, timt
50 is defined as the time of shock arrival at the free surfa
For the experimentalRl andFl curves, there is a freedom i
choosing the reference point along the time axis as
achieve the best agreement with the simulations. We u
this freedom to place the experimentalRl curve on top of the
dashed theoreticalRl curve.

As may be seen in Fig. 11, the shapes of the measured
calculatedRl curves are close to each other. The measu
emissionFl signal, however, rises noticeably slower~on a
time scale of 25–30 ps! and has a broader peak~which is
also delayed by some 10–15 ps! than the theoretical curves

a

FIG. 10. Temporal shape of the spectral flux at 532 nm and
the spectrally integrated flux. Also shown is the response func
of the optical setup measured atl5532 nm by using a laser
generated sub-ps white-light continuum.
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56 1027OPTICAL PROBING OF LASER-INDUCED INDIRECTLY . . .
which already include the effect of the camera resolution
We proceed now to a detailed comparison between the e
perimental and theoretical results.

A. Reflectivity decay

The time scale of decay of the reflectivity signalRl offers
a direct test for the conductivity model. Our measuremen
clearly indicate that, after the shock arrival, the reflectivity o
the aluminum surface atl5532 nm drops from its initial
value ofRl*90% to less than 10% within the time interval
of tRd&30 ps. Note that this decay time is considerably~by
at least a factor of 3! shorter than that measured by Nget al.
@29# for the same shock speed, but under the conditions
direct drive by the laser pulse.

For the sake of the present argument, we can assume t
the time scale of the reflectivity decay is

tRd}
c

csnei
, ~22!

wherec is the velocity of light,cs is the sound speed behind
the shock front, andnei is a characteristic value of the colli-
sion frequency in the vicinity of the critical pointv5vp
~vp is the plasma frequency! along the electron density pro-
file in the release wave. Equation~22! represents a rigorous
result in the WKB approximation for the case of self-similar
expansion of a given density profile, when the reflectivity is
proportional to exp(2aneiL/c) @30#. Here a is a constant
characterizing the density profile andL5cst is its length
scale. Because the uncertainty in the value ofcs ~due to the
uncertainty in the EOS! is relatively small, the measured
value oftRd provides—as one readily sees from Eq.~22!—an
effective lower bound on the collision frequencynei that
enters the conductivity model. When we calculateRl more
accurately by solving numerically the Helmholtz wave equa
tion, we find that this lower bound can be established to a
accuracy of a factor of 2–3 and is consistent with our con

FIG. 11. Measured reflectivityRl and spectral brightnessFl at
l5532 nm of the 22-km/s shock wave emerging att50 at the
aluminum surface~thick solid curves!. Theoretical~thin solid and
dashed! curves have been calculated forgei50.5. The dashed
curves have been obtained with a doubled value of the electron he
conductivityke and a doubled collision frequencynei in Eq. ~14!
for the dielectric permittivity.
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ductivity model, based on the Drude-Boltzmann formalis
for the same values of the fit parametergei.0.2–0.5, which
provide close to the best agreement with the room temp
ture conductivity of aluminum. If, for example, we try t
decrease artificially the collision frequency in the strong
coupled limit by increasing the value of the fit parameter
gei*3–10, we arrive at a sharp disagreement with the
flectivity measurements.

B. Shock emission

In contrast to the decay time of the reflectivity, the pe
value of the emission signal is virtually insensitive to t
value of thee- i collision frequency, provided that the sam
transport cross section is used to calculate the electrical
thermal conductivities and thee- i energy transfer rate
Hence, by analyzing the emission peak, we can gain a
tional information on the transport and relaxation phenom
which complements the information obtained from the
flectivity data.

The weak dependence of the peak emission level onnei is
explained by the following scaling law for the two
temperature shock waves: The equations governing
structure of a 2T shock front with electron heat conduct
are invariant with respect to the scaling

ke→keY
21, xei→xeiY, x→xY21, ~23!

whereke is the electron heat conduction coefficient,xei is
the e- i temperature coupling constant, andx is the coordi-
nate across the shock front. In particular, the value of
electron temperature at the density discontinuity remains
variant when the collision frequencynei is multiplied by an
arbitrary scale factorY, which implies the first two transfor-
mations in Eq.~23!.

The emission peak is, however, sensitive to the rela
weights with whichnei contributes toke andxei and allows
us to test this aspect of the theoretical model. As alre
discussed in Sec. II B, the accuracy of our model in rep
ducing the values ofke and Im@«(v)# in the strongly coupled
limit is about a factor of 2. To exhibit this fact explicitly, two
pairs of theoretical curves are plotted in Fig. 11. The th
solid Rl andFl curves are in a sense the base-line theo
ical signals, calculated with the equations of Sec. II forgei
50.5. The dashed curves have been obtained from the s
ones by doubling both the value ofke and the contribution of
nei to «~v! in the Drude formula~14!. As can be seen in Fig
2, these are the ‘‘fudge’’ factors that bring the model into
better agreement with the room-temperature properties
aluminum. Clearly, the difference between the solid and
dashed theoretical curves represents the intrinsic inaccu
of our model in predicting theRl andFl optical signals.

Within this uncertainty, the observed and the calcula
peak values ofFl , smoothed with the camera resolutio
agree with each other. In its decay phase from 50 to 100
the measured signal falls within the ‘‘error bars’’ of our th
oretical model. Also, the area under the calculated das
curve, i.e., the amount of light in the peak, agrees with
experiment.

We conclude that, within its limits, the self-consiste
scheme for calculating the transport and relaxation coe
cients of the shock-compressed aluminum based on the e

at
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1028 56M. BASKO et al.
tions of Secs. II B and II C predicts correctly the intens
and the amount of light emitted upon the shock breakou

C. Temporal profile of the emission signal

As already noted at the beginning of this section, the m
sured emission signal rises slower and has a broader
than the theoretical curves.

When compared with the measured temporal respo
function of the optical detection system shown in Fig. 10,
variation of the observed flux appears to be slow enoug
conclude that we have registered a ‘‘true’’ emission pro
rather than the one smeared by the camera resolution. T
a major discrepancy between the present experiment and
theoretical predictions is the rise time and the shape of
peak of the emission signal. Note that for the reflectiv
signalRl the situation is different. Within the limits set b
the camera resolution, this signal does not show any ind
tion for a slower than expected rate of decay.

The observation that the emission peak is significan
broader than the predicted one points towards a deficit ei
in the experiment or in the modelling. Let us first consid
the possibility that the experiment has not reached yet
ideal case assumed in simulations. In this last context,
enlightening to review briefly the earlier work performe
elsewhere and the experience gained in our laboratory
cerning the quality of the experimental data.

We note that the optical signals measured earlier from
shock waves driven by direct laser irradiation@29,7# dis-
played considerably slower decay time scales than in
present experiment. Our own direct-drive experiments~see
Fig. 2 in Ref. @6#! have fully confirmed this fact. In ou
attempts to reach a new level of experimental quality,
following steps have been undertaken.

~i! Nonplanar distortions of the shock fronthave virtually
been eliminated by incoherent x-ray drive.

~ii ! Preheatingof the sample, whose smearing effect
the emission peak is comparable to that observed in dir
drive experiments~see Fig. 3 in Ref.@6#!, was suppressed b
appropriate cavity design. For the present cavity and d
conditions, it was recently verified that*20-mm-thick sili-
con foils were preheated to less than 200 K. For aluminu
whose atomic number differs by only one, conditions sho
be similar.

~iii ! Surface roughnesswas reduced to a 60-nm roo
mean-square~rms! level by using diamond-turned sample
Test experiments with 5-mm-thick gold foils that were rough
on one side (;1mm rms) have shown a dramatic smeari
effect when the shock front emerged on the rough side.

We believe that in the present experiment the cause~i!
and~ii ! can be excluded. There remains a possibility that
observed smearing of emission is caused by the sur
roughness. On the one hand, the shock transit time acros
60-nm rugged surface layer is rather short,;3 ps. On the
other hand, a three-dimensional hydrodynamic flow devel
when the shock front reaches the troughs on the rugged
face. Simple estimates show that hydrodynamic effects
enhance by a factor of;2 the initial surface unevennes
and the emitting layer can retain the imprints of t
;60 nm initial roughness for a few tens of picoseconds.

To clarify the role of surface roughness, we conduc
comparative experiments using gold foils with a mu
a-
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smoother surface than that of the diamond turned alumin
foils regularly employed in our experiments. The gold fo
were produced by electroplating gold onto the surface o
silicon wafer. After peeling off the foil, the surface prev
ously attached to the silicon was scanned by an atomic fo
microscope. The rms roughness was found to be only 1
i.e., about 60 times less than for the aluminum foils. Sho
breakout on this same surface under our standard drive
ditions resulted in emission signals very similar to those
served with the aluminum foils. In fact, the rise time w
slightly slower, as one might expect due to the reduced sh
speed in gold. Hence these tests do not support the sug
tion that the surface roughness was the cause for the bro
than expected emission peak. It is of course possible that
other experimental deficits, which remained undetected
spite our considerable efforts, cause the broader than
pected emission signals. If they could be identified a
eliminated, one would expect that the experimental sig
should approach more closely the simulation resu
smoothed by the given experimental temporal resolution

The other possibility is that the experiment is alrea
clean, and the cause for the discrepancy must be soug
the modeling. In this case the discrepancy should be con
ered as being between the measured signal and the
smoothed simulation result~the experimental signal obtaine
with a camera of infinite resolution would be the same!. It
reduces basically to a much shorter predicted rise time an
narrow~;2 ps wide; see Fig. 4! spike of light att50 on top
of each theoretical curve in Fig. 11 with a peak value 2 tim
higher than shown presently. It is possible that some un
ognized physical effect is operating, which smears the em
sion peak, or some essential ingredient is missing in
theoretical model. However, our experience with 1D simu
tions is that this discrepancy cannot be explained within
plain-parallel geometry, by simply modifying the transpo
and relaxation coefficients.

The simulation shown in Fig. 4 suggests that the Hugon
temperature may in principle be determined using Kirc
hoff’s law ~as originally proposed in Ref.@4#! from an ex-
pected kink ofRl and the peak ofFl at the shock breakout
Clearly, this possibility is not feasible at present, and n
only because the required resolution of.1 ps has not yet
been achieved, but also because the physical cause o
broader observed than predicted emission peak has not
clarified.

D. Long-term decay of emission

Optical emission of the unloading aluminum plasma
our experiments was measured over the total time interva
1–2 ns. As is discussed in detail in Ref.@1#, the long-term
tail of the emission signal could be used to test the E
model, provided that the opacity mechanism is known.
this stage, the reflectivity of the unloading layer can be
glected and, instead of solving the Helmholtz wave equat
one can employ the usual formalism of radiation transpor
evaluate the observed fluxFl ~for more details see Appendi
B!.

Figure 12 compares the measured emission atl
5532 nm with two theoretical curves calculated by comb
ing the Kramers-Unso¨ld opacity formula@1# with theSESAME
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56 1029OPTICAL PROBING OF LASER-INDUCED INDIRECTLY . . .
and the present EOS models. Both theoretical curves a
well with the observations. The latter implies that the o
served long-term behavior of the emission signal is fu
compatible with the both EOS models and with the Krame
Unsöld opacity formula. We cannot, however, make a
stronger statement in the sense that our measurements
firm a particular EOS model because the applicability of
Kramers-Unso¨ld opacity formula, at times as short as 1–2 n
is highly questionable, and the agreement between the
and experiment demonstrated by Fig. 12 might be sim
fortuitous. A more detailed discussion of this issue is p
sented in Appendix B.

V. SUMMARY

We have performed simultaneous optical measurem
of the reflectivityRl and absolute emissionFl at the wave-
lengthl5532 nm from the unloading dense plasma behin
strong (.8–Mbar) shock wave in aluminum. To drive
high-quality planar shock front, we used a specially desig
x-ray hohlraum heated to an effective temperature of 10
120 eV by a single 250-J~3v! beam of the iodine Asterix
laser. The shock speedD52260.5 km/s was measured b
using a two-step aluminum foil. To the best of our know
edge, we have achieved the highest temporal resolutio
far in measuring the shock-breakout signals under w
controlled conditions in the multimegabar pressure range

Our interpretation of the experimental data is based on
two-temperature~electron and ion! hydrodynamic modeling
of the nonequilibrium structure of the shock front and t
release wave. We have employed a relatively simple se
empirical self-consistent model, which provides within
common framework the thermodynamic, optical, and tra
port data. The equation of state has been calibrated ag
the SESAMEHugoniot curve of aluminum. The conductivit
part of the model is based on the Drude-Boltzmann form
ism and provides a smooth interpolation from the limit of t
ideal plasma to the metal at room temperature.

The measurements of the reflectivity decay profile of
unloading aluminum surface offer a direct test for the co
ductivity model. Our data indicate the decay time oftRd

FIG. 12. Long-term behavior of the emission signal from t
22-km/s shock wave emerging at aluminum surface. Theore
curves have been calculated by applying the Kramers-Unso¨ld for-
mula in combination with the present~solid line! and SESAME

~dashed line! EOS models.
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&30 ps. It implies a lower bound for the effective collisio
frequency which is fully consistent with the conductivi
model used in simulations.

Our simulations indicate that the peak value of the opti
emission after the shock release is rather sensitive to the
conductivity and dielectric permittivity of the hot dens
plasma behind the shock front. This makes the interpreta
of the emission signals more involved and model depend
Within the intrinsic uncertainty of our model, which is a
least a factor of 2 for the values of the transport and rel
ation coefficients, we find a fairly good agreement betwe
the observed and calculated intensity and amount of ligh
the peak of the emission signal. The long-term~on the time
scale of 1–2 ns! decay of the emission signal is consiste
with the Kramers-Unso¨ld opacity model combined with the
SESAMEor the present equation of state.

An unexpected observation was that the rise time and
width of the emission peak were not as short as indicated
the simulations. All plausible candidates, like the limite
time resolution, drive nonuniformity, sample preheat, a
sample roughness, are most likely not responsible for
behavior. Nor does it seem possible to match the obse
tions by variations of the transport coefficients within a 1
model. Only further investigations can show whether hi
erto unrecognized physical effects determine the fine st
ture of the investigated shock waves.
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APPENDIX A: ABSOLUTE MEASUREMENT
OF THE EMITTED SPECTRAL FLUX

The digital readout system of the streak camera sub
vides the temporal axis into pixels of temporal widthDtp and
gives a signalS as the number of counts for each pixel.
the calibration process the laser energye transmitted through
the opening with surface areaA of the shielding cone into the
objective is measured by a calorimeter. After insertion o
filter with transmissionq, the sumS of the total number of
counts in all pixels~which corresponds to the injected las
energy! is determined. One obtains then the energy per co
e*5eq/AS. The widthDlp of the ~approximately rectan-
gular! response function of the grating spectrometer for
monochromatic laser radiation is also measured. WithV l
denoting the solid angle of the imaging objective andws the
ratio of the streak speeds of experiment and calibration,
value of the spectral fluxFl ~energy per unit time per uni
area per unit solid angle per unit spectral interval! corre-
sponding to a given signalS is given by

al
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Fl5
e*

V lDlp~Dtp /ws!
S5

eq/AS

V lDlp~Dtp /ws!
S. ~A1!

The quantities which enter this formula can be readily m
sured with high accuracy.

APPENDIX B: LONG-TERM DECAY OF EMISSION
IN TERMS OF THE KRAMERS-UNSÖ LD MODEL

A certain time after the shock release, when the refrac
index of the unloading plasma approaches unity, the opt
brightness of the expanding layer can be evaluated by u
the equation of radiation transport as

Fl5E
0

`

Bl„Te~x!…expS 2E
0

x

kldx8D kldx, ~B1!

wherekl5kl(x) is the absorption coefficient at waveleng
l. Zel’dovich and Raizer@1# proposed to use the Kramer
Unsöld formula

kl@cm21#54.43108
rTe

A~\v!3
expS 2

I 12\v

Te
D ~B2!

to evaluatekl . This formula accounts for the free-free~e- i
collisions! and free-bound transitions in a weakly ionize
(z!1) monoatomic vapour for photon energies\v!I 1 ,
where I 1 ~5.99 eV for aluminum! is the first ionization po-
tential. The numerical coefficient in Eq.~B2! applies when
Te and\v are in electron volts, andr is in g/cm3. A major
advantage of the Kramers-Unso¨ld formula is that it can be
applied without calculating the ionization equilibrium and,
a consequence, combined with a wide variety of the E
models. The spectral flux calculated with Eqs.~B1! and~B2!
for the release wave behind a 22-km/s shock wave in alu
num by using theSESAME and the present EOS models
shown in Fig. 12.

Before drawing conclusions from comparison between
calculated and measured fluxes in Fig. 12, the conditions
applicability of the Kramers-Unso¨ld model should be exam
ined. In our case, with the observations extending to ont
.1.5 ns, these conditions may still be not satisfied. Qual
tively, this situation is illustrated in Fig. 13 fort5100 ps.
Here the thick dashed curve shows the Kramers-Unso¨ld ab-
sorption profile forl5532 nm. By virtue of the Kirchhoff’s
law, this profile represents the fraction of the local Planck
intensity received by a distant observer from a unit depth
the release wave. There are two main conditions that mus
fulfilled for the Kramers-Unso¨ld model to be applicable: ~i!
the ionization degreezmust be below unity, and~ii ! the local
plasma frequencyvp must be smaller than the probe lig
frequencyv52pc/l in the layer from where most of th
emission originates. In Fig. 13 the Drude absorption pro
calculated by solving the Helmholtz wave equation, which
localized around thev5vp surface, lies outward with re
spect to the Kramers-Unso¨ld profile. The latter means tha
the radiation flux calculated with Eqs.~B1! and~B2! cannot
really propagate through matter and reach a distant obse
However, because both absorption profiles lie in the reg
of a nearly isothermal corona, they both yield nearly t
same value of the emission fluxFl . The formation of the
-
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n
e

isothermal corona in the rarefaction wave is due to the e
tron heat conduction during the first few picoseconds of
pansion; it has been analyzed in detail by Celliers and Ng@4#
and is unambiguously reproduced in our simulations.

The time tKU , after which the Kramers-Unso¨ld formula
becomes applicable, is rather sensitive to the model use
calculate the ionization equilibrium. This is illustrated in Fi
14, which shows the temporal variation of the ionization d
greez0.7 and ratio (v/vp)0.7 at the Kramers-Unso¨ld optical
depthtKU50.7 for l5532 nm. The valuetKU50.7 corre-
sponds to a layer from which one-half of the total emiss

FIG. 13. Spatial profiles of density, electron, and ion tempe
tures, and ionization degree in the rarefaction wave behind the
Mbar ~22-km/s! shock att5100 ps after the release. The ‘‘kinks’
along these curves are caused by the piecewise interpolation o
ionization potentialsI (z) in Eq. ~3! and bear no physical signifi
cance. Plotted also are the absorption profiles atl5532 nm calcu-
lated with the Drude~thick solid line! and Kramers-Unso¨ld ~thick
dashed line! models.

FIG. 14. Temporal behavior of the ionization degreez0.7 and the
ratio (v/vp)0.7 calculated in the layer where the Kramers-Unso¨ld
optical depthtKU50.7 for l52pc/v5532 nm; vp is the local
plasma frequency. Solid and dashed curves correspond to two
ferent combinations of parametersb andz0 in our EOS model.
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would originate in the isothermal case. Two pairs of curv
have been calculated for two different combinations ofb and
z0 parameters in our EOS model@see Eq.~3!#, which pro-
duce practically indistinguishable Hugoniot states, but yi
different values ofz along the release profile. From Fig. 1
we infer that the timetKU , after which bothz0.7,1 and
(v/vp)0.7.1, lies in the rangetKU.1–10 ns.

Figure 12 displays a fairly good agreement between
observed and the calculated Kramers-Unso¨ld emission sig-
nals on the time scale of 1.5 ns. This agreement, howe
cannot be considered as an evidence favoring one of the
~or both! EOS models. Depending on the poorly known io
ization degree, the Kramers-Unso¨ld formula may still be not
applicable at this time, and then the agreement would
simply fortuitous, due to the nearly constantTe value in the
outer layer of the rarefaction wave. If the time is too short
the Kramers-Unso¨ld formula to be applicable, one would ex
s
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r

pect that the emission signal calculated with it must
higher than~or close to! the observed signal because t
layer tKU.1 lies deeper than the actual emitting layer a
should, therefore, have a higher electron temperature. He
only when the Kramers-Unso¨ld intensity turns out to be sig
nificantly lower than the observed signal should it be int
preted as an indication that the EOS model is not adeq
for the unloading plasma. We do not find such an incons
tency between our experimental results and eitherSESAMEor
our EOS model.

Turning the above argument around, one might specu
also that the agreement between the observed and calcu
Kramers-Unso¨ld signals indicates that the ionization degr
of aluminum atTe.1 eV andr.1 g/cm3 is in fact signifi-
cantly below 1, i.e., much less than in the present simu
tions.
ys.
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